
 Some tips how to make our 
everyday life be delight.



While earlier you 
thought that student's 
life is nothing but party 
then we have to upset 
you - this is not the case. 
Meanwhile don't fall 
into oppressed 
condition.



Actually there is a myth 
that it is hard to study at 
university. And so it is 
not true too.

If you have a desire and 
ability to study, it will be 
easy for you.



Students often feel themselves bored and 
sad, therefore we will tell you some ideas to 
spice up your pastime.



1) Communication, Friendship, Smiling

You should more often 
communicate, make new friends, 
walk a lot, meet with your friends 
and receive possitive emotions.



2) Various associations

Join a trade union, find what 
you like to do and follow it. If 
you like sports then just enter 
into sports section, such as 
basketball or fitness. It will take 
your time and you wont have 
time to feel bored or sad.



3) Daily routine

Correctly establish priorities, 
choose things to do first of all 
and things that can wait. 
Don't be lazy, carry out your 
tasks , strive to perfection, 
move, develop, don't save 
arrears.



4) Patience and Perseverance

Nothing worthwhile ever comes easy. We often encounter difficulties in our way 
BUT DONT GIVE UP and hold on. Dont be upset for bad mark, low scores or some 
unpleasant attitude of the teacher to you. Keep your hands up because there is 
always someone who believes in you and always support you.



Let us help you understand, adult life is coming and beside its 
family, children and necessary for something. Now this is 
happiest, THE MOST CAREFREE TIME of your life. Have a rest, 
relax, take walks, take a party, make photos, make memories. 
You should understand that you are living now and there will be 
no more chances. Studying will end and you will have a lot of 
memories. Live as you would like.


